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32.1 Introduction

A radio frequency identification device (RFID) technology is poised to revolutionize
supply-chain management and retail industry [29]. An RFID system consists of a tag, a
reader, and a database. An RFID tag is a miniature electronic circuit that is capable of
elementary information storage, processing, and radio communication. An RFID reader is a
device that is designed to communicate with the tag. A reader can extract the information
from the tag that identifies the tagged item. The reader is connected to a database that
contains additional information about the tag and the item. A tag can be self-powered or
it can use the power of the reader to do its processing and communication through a
mechanism called backscatter. Depending on the design, the range of this communication
varies from a few centimeters to hundreds of meters.

* The preliminary version of some of the material of this chapter appeared in [6, 17].
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As line-of-sight between the tag and the reader is not required for communication, the
RFID systems reduce the time and cost of processing tagged items compared to optical bar-
codes. For example, purchased goods can be processed right inside a shopping cart as the
customer walks through an automated checkout gate. Potential applications of RFID
systems range from inventory-control to smart credit cards, automated toll collection,
and counterfeit protection. To be a viable alternative to optical bar-codes, the price of
individual tag should be under ten cents [29].

Since the reader can potentially communicate with multiple tags, the problem of singula-
tion arises: the reader should be able to identify multiple tags or be able to communicate
with each tag individually. Juels et al. [15] propose treewalking singulation. The tag identi-
fiers are arranged as leaves of a binary tree. The reader poses queries to individual bits of
each tag and descends this binary tree depth-first to identify individual tags.

One of the main hurdles for the widespread adoption of RFID systems is privacy
concerns. The concerns become particularly salient as the retail industry contemplates
moving from pallet and crate tagging to individual item tagging [29]. RFID use substan-
tially differs from that of other systems. The tag has a close association with the item it
identifies. Moreover, the sensitive information usually does not pertain to the tag itself but
to the item. This close association between the tag and the item that it identifies gives rise to
novel threats such as tracking [22] that are not usually addressed in conventional security
systems. For example, a conventional system is considered secure if the principal is capable
of recognizing the intruder and aborting the communication session before the intruder is
able to learn any sensitive information. However, even if the sessions are aborted, the
intruder may be able to match the tag across several communication sessions. This gives
the intruder the information about the location of the item or the person who carries it. The
tag is often used in the environment where the intruder can easily approach it and either
eavesdrop on the communication or interfere with it without the knowledge of the
communicating parties [10]. For example, an RFID-enabled credit card can be read through
the envelope as it is en route from the bank to its owner [11].

To be economically viable for most applications, the tag is not allowed to possess
sophisticated data processing capabilities. Thus, the design of security protection for
RFID systems is challenging. For example, extensive cryptosystems such as AES, DES,
ECC [18], or high-quality random number generators may not be available on the tag.
Hence, a substantial amount of recent research effort has been dedicated to design security
techniques with sufficiently low overhead to be feasible on RFID systems.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. We survey various approaches
to RFID security in Section 32.2. We then present two examples of low overhead authen-
tication algorithms. In Section 32.3, we present an algorithm for mutual tag and reader
authentication—M2M that is specialized for the rentalagency setting. In Section 32.4, we
describe reader-only authentication algorithm—PISP. In Section 5, we describe how low
overhead algorithms such as M2M and PISP can be concurrently applied to multiple tags.
We conclude the chapter in Section 32.6 with the discussion of the potential of low
overhead cryptography in RFID applications.

32.2 Approaches to RFID Security

32.2.1 Using Traditional Cryptography

There is a large number of recent studies that consider RFID security. Avoine [1] maintains
an extensive bibliography on the subject. Juels [13] provides a comprehensive survey of the
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general area. Most articles focus on RFID security using a variation of traditional symmet-
ric or asymmetric cryptosystems [18].

However, these mechanisms may be unavailable. The manufacturing costs limit the
functionality of the tags that are expected to replace optical bar-codes in retail industry.
Such tags contain between 500 and 5000 gates [8] most of which are dedicated to basic
operations. Only on the order of a few hundred gates are available for cryptographic
operations. For example, Feldhofer et al. propose to use AES [7]. Their solution requires
3595 equivalent gates for the security component of an RFID tag. Poschmann et al. [27]
present a lightweight version of DES and apply it to RFID. Their implementation requires
1848 gates. Ohkubo et al. [23] present a solution that utilizes two cryptographic hashes.
Their estimate is that their solution requires from 6000 to 13,000 gates. Several other keyed
hash-based approaches to secure tag authentication are proposed [4,33]. Batina et al. [3]
evaluate the feasibility of using elliptic curve cryptography for RFID. They design a proces-
sor dedicated to computing ECC on a tag. Their estimate is that such processor will require
either over 12,000 equivalent gates or over 8000 gates of dedicated circuits. Skiyama et al.
[30] present a specialized processor for ECC cryptography which, they claim, needs only
2171 gates. Molnar and Wagner [22] analyze the security threats of library RFID tags and
propose a solution that requires an RFID tag to use random numbers. They do not provide
an estimate of the implementation of their algorithm. However, it is known [18, Chapter 11]
that obtaining high-quality pseudorandom numbers is equivalent to producing crypto-
graphic hashes or digital signatures. Avoine and Oechslin [2] underline the risks of inad-
equate pseudorandom number generation in RFID tags. Juels [12] describes a one-time
random pad security scheme where the communication between the tag and the reader is
padded by a random sequence of bits. Both the tag and the reader store this sequence. The
communication is secure as long as the sequence is used only once. Because of the limited tag
storage, this method restricts the frequency of communication. Thus, an alternative to
conventional cryptography may be required for RFID security.

32.2.2 Using No Cryptography

The problems with consumer privacy prompted the suggestions to disable the tags after its
services are no longer required. Juels et al. [15] propose to erase all information from the
tag after it has been read. Certainly, this diminishes the usefulness of RFID. However, the
main difficulty in this approach is to reliably verify if the tag is indeed disabled. Karjoth
and Moskowitz [16] propose to physically separate the antenna from the tag. This, how-
ever, requires physical contact with the device, which diminishes the applicability of this
technology.

Several researchers [9,14,15,28] propose a blocker tag or a guardian—a device that
monitors communication to protected tags and, if necessary, blocks unauthorized inquir-
ies. For example, Juels et al. [15] propose a blocker tag that does not allow the reader to
descend past a certain depth in the singulation tree without authorization. This device
answers to the reader as if the identifiers are present in every leaf of the tree thus foiling
identification. However, a blocker tag requires the user to inform it which authentication
requests are legitimate and which tags need to be blocked. Thus, this approach may not be
appropriate for some applications.

32.2.3 Using Low Overhead Cryptography

The advent of RFID technology and the need for lightweight security renewed interest in
the solutions that do not require extensive resources from one of the principals: these
solutions use limited memory and relatively simple operations such as XOR, addition,
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and possibly multiplication. Such mechanisms might work in RFID security because of the
specifics of the application. For example, classic cryptographic protocols are designed to be
secure against open or chosen plaintext attacks [18] where the intruder needs to learn
the keys and either has access to the unencrypted text or can force one of the legitimate
principals to encrypt the text of its choosing. These attacks do not not seem to be applicable
to RFID systems.

A number of low overhead RFID security algorithms are proposed [24–26,34]. Peris-
Lopez et al. present a series of simple RFID authentication algorithms: LMAP [24], M2AP
[25], and EMAP [26]. The proposed algorithms use bitwise XOR, AND, and other simple
operations and require from 100 to 500 gates. However, recent publications [19,20] dem-
onstrate that all three protocols are vulnerable to desynchronization attack. To maintain the
freshness of its keys, the tag relies on the reader to provide them in each communication
session. If the intruder sends arbitrary information to the tag, the tag may accept it and
refresh its keys. This leaves the tag and the legitimate reader unable to communicate. It is
also shown that the intruder may determine the keys by observing a sufficient number of
communication sessions. Vajda and Buttyán [34] propose another low overhead authenti-
cation protocol. To encrypt the communication, in each session the reader provides the tag
with a one-time pad. However, Defend et al. [5] show that due to random pad reuse, the
protocol can be compromised by a passive intruder within 70 sessions. Even quicker
cryptanalysis is possible if active intruder is considered.

32.2.4 Application of Low Overhead Cryptography through Domain Restriction

The apparent vulnerability of low overhead cryptography appears to limit its usability to
RFID security. However, we believe that such approaches are still applicable if the domain
of RFID use is clearly defined. For example, libraries or other rental agencies have a rather
particular routine for tag use. As the tagged items are in storage, the tags may be read for
inventory purposes but the security of tag reading is not of primary concern. The tags are
read at checkout. Upon return, the tagged items may have to be inspected for damage or
otherwise manually checked in. Thus, the tags are exposed to the intruder only between
the check-out and check-in time. At the return, there is a possibility to use a back-channel to
reinitialize the tags. In Section 32.3, we present a mutual authentication algorithm M2M
that is specialized for such environment. Alternatively, there may be some applications
where only the reader authentication is required. In Section 32.4, we describe PISP, which
is such an algorithm.

32.3 Mutual Authentication with M2M*

32.3.1 Algorithm Description

Each tag stores two square p3 p matrices: M2 and M�12 . The reader maintains another two
matrices: M2 and M�11 of the same size. The matrices M�11 and M�12 are the inverses of M1

and M2 respectively. The tag and the reader also share a key K which is a vector of size q,
where q¼ rp. Factor r is an integer. The matrices and the key are randomly chosen per
each tag.

* This algorithm was presented by Karthikeyan and Nesterenko [17].
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As a slight abuse of notation, we denote A¼MB, where M is a p3 p matrix and B is
a vector of size q, a component-wise multiplication of M and B (see Figure 32.1). That
is, each p-element component Ai of vector A, where 1 � i � r, is obtained by multiplying
M and the following elements of B: bp(i� 1)þ1, . . . , bpi. Also, we assume that in our
calculations the vector is always properly transposed so as to be compatible with
the matrix.

Key K is selected such that product X¼M1K is unique for each tag in the system. The tag
information stored in the reader’s database is indexed by X. A fresh key is used for every
authentication session.

The authentication session has two parts: the tag identification and reader authentica-
tion. A complete session of the algorithm is shown in Figure 32.2. At first, the tag is
identified by the reader. The reader initiates the session by contacting the tag. The tag
replies with X¼KM1. After replying, the tag starts a timer. Product X uniquely identifies
the tag. Thus, when the reader receives X, the reader can obtain the rest of the information
about the tag and the tagged item from its database.

In the second phase, the reader authenticates itself to the tag and supplies it with a new
key. For authentication, the reader proves to the tag that it is in possession of the key. To
save tag resources, rather than sending the whole key back to the tag, the reader uses
exclusive OR bitwise on the p-size components of K and multiplies the result by M2. To
calculate a fresh key, the reader selects unique Xnew and obtains the key as
Knew  XnewM�11 . The reader sends both vectors to the tag. The tag verifies the reader’s
credentials and accepts the new key. In case the reader authentication fails or the reader
fails to respond before the timeout expires, the tag stops further communication until reset.
The tag is allowed to participate in only one authentication session at a time.

A = (a1, ..., apr), B = (b1, ..., bpr), M = (mp�p)

(ap(i–1)+1, ..., api) = (mp�p) , where 1 ≤ i ≤ r
bp(i–1)+1

bpi

FIGURE 32.1
Explanation ofA¼MB notation. (FromKarthikeyan, S.,
and Nesterenko, M., Proceedings of the ACM Workshop
on Security of Ad Hoc and Sensor Networks, November
2005. With permission)

Reader Tag

K, M1, M2
–1M1

–1, M2

Compute
X ← KM1

Start timer

Identify tag by matching X

Pick Knew, compute

Y ← (K1⊕K2⊕…⊕Kr) M2

Z ← KnewM2

Hello

Verify YM2
–1 = (K1⊕K2⊕…⊕Kr),

get fresh key K ← ZM2
–1

Stop timerY, Z

X

FIGURE 32.2
M2M authentication scenario. (From Karthikeyan, S., and Nesterenko, M., Proceedings of the ACM Workshop on
Security of Ad Hoc and Sensor Networks, November 2005. With permission)
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32.3.2 Security Discussion

The security of our algorithm is based on the difficulty of recovering the multiplicand or
multiplier from the product of matrix multiplication [31, Chapter 2]. Hence, the intruder
cannot discover the key or the matrix used by the tag and the reader. This prevents the
intruder from identifying the tag. Observe that the algorithm is only secure against
known-ciphertext attacks. However, we assume that such guarantee is sufficient for
RFID systems.

Let us consider the security of our algorithm against tracking. The tag does not partici-
pate in multiple concurrent authentication sessions, neither does it respond to identifica-
tion requests after an unsuccessful session. Thus, there may be at most one aborted session
per tag. Observe that during each session, including the single aborted session, the tag and
the reader send data based on a fresh key. Since the intruder cannot decode the transmis-
sion, he cannot match the tag across multiple sessions. Hence, the intruder may not be able
to track the tag.

Note we assume that the intruder is not capable of matching multiple authentication
sessions of the same tags through nonradio means (e.g., by observing the tagged objects).

32.4 Reader Authentication with PISP*

32.4.1 Security Model

The proactive informational secure protocol (PISP) is based on the the limited intruder
capabilities. The underlining assumption of this protocol is that the intruder in not
eavesdropping in at least one of each n successive interactions between the tag and the
reader. The underlying assumption of PISP is that each communication session is atomic.
We mean that the intruder cannot modify part of the communication in a session. The
intruder may either listen to the communication during a session, or try to communicate
(on behalf of the RFID tag) during an entire session. The intruder may not impersonate
the tag.

32.4.2 PISP Description

The pseudocode for PISP is shown in Figure 32.3. The tag and the reader share a square
n3 n matrix B. Each element of this matrix contains two parts: aij and bij. The first part aij is
a key assigned to the tag and the reader at initialization. The second part bij is a random
number obtained by the tag and the reader during their communication.

During initialization, both the tag and the reader get a square matrix B¼ (aij) such that
dim (B)¼ n (see Figure 32.3, Protocols for the tag and the reader, lines 1–5). To authen-
ticate the reader, the tag initiates the session by sending the reader a message s1¼ (X1, b1)
(Figure 32.3, Protocol for RFID Tag, lines 6–9). The message contains the following two
elements: XOR of the nth column X1¼ a1n � a2n � � � � � ann and a randomly generated
n-dimensional vector b1¼ (b11, b12, . . . , b1n). After message transmission both the tag and
the reader shift B’s rows down so that b1¼ (b11, b12, . . . , b1n) is treated as the first B0s row
and the last row is deleted (Figure 32.3, Protocol for RFID Tag, lines 10 and 11). This
procedure repeats in the next authentication session. That is, the tag generates a new
random n-dimensional vector b2¼ (b21, b22, . . . , b2n), calculates XOR of (n� 1) B0s column

* This algorithm was presented by Dolev and Kopeetsky [6].
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elements X2¼ b1n� 1 � a1n� 1 � � � � � an� 1n� 1 and sends the newly generated message
s2¼ (X2, b2) to the reader. The reader generates the response message riþ1 as described
above. That is, the ith authentication procedure consists of scanning the matrix columns
and shift the B0s rows down so that the last matrix’ B row is deleted and the vector bi
occupies the first row of B. Note that bi is randomly generated by the tag and sent to the
reader in the message sj� 1. See Figure 32.3 for the matrix update and XOR calculation
procedure (Protocol for RFID Tag, lines u1–u4 and c1–c8).

To verify the authentication the reader executes the following authentication procedure:
after receiving message si¼ (Xi, bi), the reader verifies that Xi is the correct XOR of the
appropriate (n� (i� 1)(mod(n)))th column. If so, the reader confirms the authentication by
sending message ri¼Open to the tag. The reader also updates B (Figure 32.3, Protocol for
RFID Reader, lines 6–11). Otherwise, the reader sends message ri¼DoNotOpen to the tag
and does not update B.

Protocol for RFID Tag

1: Initialization:
2: Define Data Structure E of
3: int array [1..n], int XOR, E · next
4: Create Linked List L of n
  elements of type E
5: int i : = 1;
 column = n − (i  − 1)mod n

6: Upon user request
7:  Call function
  XOR X of column i
8:  Create new random array b
9:  Send = (X,b) to Reader
10:  Call Updating procedure
11: End user request

u1: Updating procedure
u2:  Add b into the head of List
u3:  Remove last element of List
u4:  i := i + 1

c1: Function
 XOR X of index column
c2:  X : = 0
c3:  current := head
c4:  while current.next not equal to
  NULL do
c5:   X := X ⊕
   current.array [column]
c6:   current := current.next
c7:  end while
c8:  Return X

Protocol for RFID Reader

1: Initialization:
2: Define Data Structure E of
3: int array [1..n], int XOR, E · next
4: Create Linked List L of n
  elements of type E
5: int i = 1;
 column = n − (i  − 1)mod n

6: Upon reception of key message
7:  Call function
  XOR Y of column i
8:  if X = Y
9:   Send “OPEN” to Tag and
   Call Updating procedure
10:  else Send “DoNotOpen”
  to Tag
11: End of key message reception

FIGURE 32.3
PISP pseudocode.
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Suppose that for any sequence of authentication messages of length n, at least one
message is not received by the intruder. In order to compromise the authentication
algorithm the intruder has to perform authentication procedure similar to the tag. To do
so the intruder has to forge the key message sji in any authentication session Sthj . For that
the intruder has to correctly guess the XOR of the corresponding (n� (ji� 1) (mod(n)))th
column elements of the matrix B.

Recall that dim (B)¼ n. Let the intruder be unfamiliar with the authentication message
s1¼ (X1, b1) sent by the tag to the reader during the first authentication session (Figure 32.4,
Step 1). That is, the intruder does not know the nth column of B—(a1n, a2n, . . . , ann) and the
appropriate row vector is b1¼ (b11, b12, . . . , b1n).

After the tag transmits the authentication message s1¼ (X1, b1), X1¼ (a1n � a2n � � � � �
ann), b1¼ (b11, b12, . . . , b1n), both the tag and the reader shift the rows of B down as descri-
bed earlier. Note that in the next session the tag will send to the reader the XOR of the
updated (n� 1)th B0s column X2¼ (b1n�1 � a1n�1 � � � � � an�1n�1) and a new randomly
generated vector b2¼ (b2n, b2n�1, . . . , b21) (Figure 32.4, Step 2). Now matrix B differs
from the previous one by the newly inserted first row and the appropriate deletion of
the last row.

The PISP is secure from the information-theoretic standpoint, or unconditionally secure
as was defined in [32, Chapter 2]. That is, the probability that the intruder will forge the key
message and successfully perform session on behalf of the reader, is negligible for long
enough l, where l is the number of bits of the element of B. Note also that the matrix size n
factors in the security of PISP. If n is large the probability that the intruder does not
overhear at least one authentication session is greater. However, large n and l require
greater storage resources on the tag.

Note that if the intruder is allowed to eavesdrop n consecutive sessions, it can desyn-
chronize the tag and the reader by forcing the reader to replace a row in B which is
unknown to the tag.

32.4.3 Proactive Computationally Secure Protocol

We now describe the proactive computationally secure protocol (PCSP). It is the extension
of PISP that allows us to lift the assumption on limited intruder eavesdropping. The
pseudocode for the protocol is shown in Figure 32.5. As in PISP, the reader and the tag

Step 1 Step 2

b11 ··· ··· ··· b1n b21 ··· ··· ··· b2n

a11 b11· · · · · · · · ·

· · · · · ·

· · · · · ·

an − 11 an − 21

an − 11

b1n

an − 2n

an − 1n

b1n – 1

an − 2n − 1

an − 1n − 1

· · · · · ·
an,1

a1n

an − 1, n

ann· · · · · · · · ·

· · · · · ·

· · · · · ·

· · · · · ·

· · ·
· · · · · ·

···
···

···
···

···
···

···
···

···

···
···

···

···
···

FIGURE 32.4
Operation of PISP.
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share a square n3 n matrix B (Figure 32.5, protocols for the tag and the reader, lines 1–6).
In addition, the tag and the reader also share a string keyword [k].

During the first authentication session the tag acts as follows. As in PISP, the tag
calculates the XOR of the nth column of B and X1¼ a1n � a2n � � � � � ann. Similar to PISP,
a new row b1¼ (b11, . . . , b1n) is also created as in the proactive information secure protocol
case. Tag uses X1 to initialize its pseudorandom number generator [21, Chapter 12].

The tag creates a new vector row Y1 that it sends to the reader in in the first authenti-
cation message. Y1 is the XOR of the previously generated pseudorandom sequence

Protocol for RFID Tag

1: Initialization:
2: Define Data Structure E of
3: int array [1..n], int XOR, E · next
4: Create Linked List L of n
  elements of type E
5: int j := 1,   seed = 0
  column = n − ( j − 1)mod n
6: int keyword [k]

7: Upon user request
8:  Call function XOR X [column]
9:  Create new random array b
10:  Create pseudo-random sequence
  (c [column])  of length m
11:  from seed = X [column ] ⊕ seed
12:  Y = (b ||keyword [k] ) ⊕ (c )
13:  Send s = (Y ) to Receiver
14:  Call Updating procedure
15: End user request

u1:  Updating procedure
u2:  Add b into the head of List
u3:  Remove last element of List
u4:  j := j + 1

c1: Function XOR X [column]
  of index column
c2:  X [column ] := 0
c3:  current := head
c4:  while current .next not equal to
  NULL do
c5:   X [column ] := X [column ]⊕
   current.array [column ]
c6:   current := current.next
c7:  end while
c8:  Return X

Protocol for RFID Reader

1: Initialization:
2: Define Data Structure E of
3: int array [1..n], int XOR, E · next
4: Create Linked List L of n
 elements of type E
5: int j := 1, seed = 0
 column = n − ( j − 1)mod n
6: int keyword [k]

7: Upon key message reception
8:  Call function XOR X [column]
9:  Create pseudo-random sequence
   (c [column ]) of length m
   
10:  from seed = X[column] ⊕ seed
11:   Z = Y ⊕ c [column ]
   
12:  if Z [(n + 1)..m] = keyword [k]
13:   send “OPEN” to Tag and
   call Updating procedure
14:       else
15:             send “DoNotOpen” to Tag
16:  End of key message reception

FIGURE 32.5
Pseudocode for PCSP.
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(c11, . . . , c1m) and b1 concatenated with the keyword: Y1 ¼ (c11, . . . , c1m)� (b1kkeyword[k])
(Figure 32.5). Eventually, the secure information encapsulation is provided. The first key
message sent from the tag to the reader during the first communication session is s1¼ (Y1)
(Figure 32.5, protocol for RFID Tag, lines 7–13).

Upon receiving this message s1¼Y1, the reader decrypts it by calculating Y1 � (c11, . . . ,
c1m). If the decrypted suffix of the string is equal to the predefined string keyword[k], then
the reader authenticates the tag and returns the message r1¼Open to the tag. The matrix B
updating is provided by the prefix of the decrypted string as in the basic information
secure protocol. Otherwise, the reader sends message r1¼DoNotOpen (Figure 32.5,
Protocol for RFID Reader, lines 7–16). The update procedure and calculation of XOR for
the corresponding column elements of B is described in Figure 32.5 (Protocol for RFID Tag,
lines u1–u4 and c1–c8 respectively).

During any jth authentication session Sj,j¼ 1, 2, . . . , the tag sends authentication
message sj ¼ Yj ¼ (cj1, . . . , cjm)� (bjkkeyword[k]), where cj¼ (cj1, . . . , cjm) is the pseudoran-
dom sequence generated by the seed¼Xj � seed, where the initial value of seed is zero
(Figure 32.5, Protocols for RFID Tag and for RFID Reader, line 5).]] Xj is the XOR of
(n� ( j� 1)(mod(n)))th column elements, and bj is a newly generated random vector that
updates matrix B.

Note that the keyword and the pseudorandom number generation function can be
known to the intruder. The random seed ensures the security of PCSP. The recursive
reuse of the seed used in the previous communication session enhances the security
of PCSP.

32.5 Tag Singulation*

Observe that the tag identification algorithms assume that the reader and the tag use
the radio channel exclusively. In practice, multiple tags may potentially share the
channel. However, the tags do not have sophisticated channel arbitration capabilities.
In this section we discuss the scheme that augments our tag identification algorithms
to enable the reader to communicate with multiple tags. Notice that the singulation
proceeds concurrently with authentication. Thus, multiple tags can be authenticated
concurrently.

The main change in the algorithms is in the identification phase. Recall that in this phase
the reader obtains the key from the tag. In the multiple-tag version, the reader learns the
keys of all the tags present. Moreover, each tag learns its key’s position in the order (e.g.,
ascending) of the keys of the tags participating in the identification session. Once the tag
knows its position, the second phase of the identification algorithm can proceed sequen-
tially. The reader broadcasts the messages for the tags in the order of their keys. Each tag
receives the message sent specifically to it and ignores the rest.

We assume that each tag is capable of broadcasting its key bit-by-bit. If multiple tags
broadcast the same bit—0 or 1 simultaneously—the reader is able to receive the bit
successfully. If some tags broadcast 0 and others 1, then all tags and the reader sense a
message collision [15]. In case the tags are incapable of sensing the collision on their own,
the reader has to notify the tags if the collision has occurred.

Reader-side singulation. Our scheme is based on breadth-first descent of the binary tree
of the key-space. See Figure 32.6 for the illustration. Note that for the reader, learning the

* This algorithm was presented by Karthikeyan and Nestereuko [17].
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tag’s key is equivalent to establishing the path from the root of the tree to the particular
leaf. The reader discovers this path as it descends the tree. The part of the path already
learned by the reader terminates in a growth point. The reader iterates through growth
points in a sequence of trials. Observe that all paths share prefixes of various lengths. The
objective of the trial is to let the reader know what the next bit on the path after the growth
point is and whether the paths split.

In each trial the reader requests that every tag whose key contains the path from the
root to the the particular growth point send its next bit. The reader appends the
received bit to the growth point. If there is a collision, the path splits producing two
growth points.

We illustrate the principle of multiple tag singulation scheme with the example
shown in Figure 32.6. Assume that the key length is three bits. The tags participating in
the identification session have keys: (011), (100), and (101). The reader starts from the
growth point a which is the root of the tree. The first trial results in collision. This
produces two growth points—b and c. The reader examines b first. The trial produces
the next bit without collision, the reader moves the growth point to d. Then the reader
examines c and moves it to e. In the next two trials the complete keys of the tags
are discovered.

Tag-side singulation. The pseudocode for the algorithm executed by the tag is shown in
Figure 32.7. The tag has to participate in trials as well as determine its position in the
sequence of keys. To be able to do that, the tag maintains the number of growth points in
front and behind the growth point that leads to its own key. The tag keeps track as to
which growth point is being examined at the current trial. If there is a collision the
appropriate number of growth points is incremented. After the entire tree is descended
the growth points terminate in the concrete keys and the tag learns its position in the key
sequence.

32.6 Conclusion

The need to adequately address RFID security and privacy is important for the technology
to fully realize its potential. Certainly, this need will be addressed in part by the conven-
tional cryptography algorithms that are adapted to use for RFID. However, for the systems

a
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d e
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Collision0

0 1 0 1

0 1 0 1 0

011 100 101

1 0 1

1

Collision

FIGURE 32.6
Example tag singulation.
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such as retail item-tagging where such heavyweight solutions are prohibitively expensive,
low overhead cryptography may provide a convenient alternative.
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1: Initialization
2: constants
3: q : integer {key size}
4: k [1..q ]: integer {key }

5: variables
6: collide : boolean {trial outcome }
7: cfront, pfront : integer, initially 0
8:  {currently and previously number of growth points in front }
9: cback, pback : integer, initially 0,
10:  {currently and previously number of growth points behind }

11: Operation

12: for i := 1 to q do

13: for j := 1 to pfront do
14:  collide := trial ()
15:  cfront := cfront + 1
16:  if collide = true, then cfront := cfront + 1

17: collide := trial ()
18: if collide = true, then
19:  if key [i ] = 0 then
20:   cback := cback + 1
21:  else
22:   cfront := cfront + 1

23: for j := 1 to pback do
24:  collide := trial ()
25:  cback := cback + 1
26:  if collide = true, then cback := cback + 1

27: pback := cback, cback := 0, pfront := cfront, cfront := 0

FIGURE 32.7
Tag-side singulation algorithm.
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